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BitcoinCEO: A Memecoin for Dog Lovers and Crypto Enthusiasts

BitcoinCEO is a meme coin inspired by the iconic doge meme, but with a unique purpose.
Our mission is to help and feed all dogs around the world by using the power of community
and blockchain technology.

BitcoinCEO connects dog owners, enthusiasts, and charities to interact with each other in a
trustless environment.

Introduction

Dogs are not just pets, they are our companions, our protectors, and our family members.
Unfortunately, not all dogs are lucky enough to have a loving home or enough food to eat.
According to the World Health Organization, there are over 200 million stray dogs worldwide,
and millions of owned dogs who are malnourished or mistreated.

BitcoinCEO aims to change that. By leveraging the power of blockchain technology and the
community spirit of cryptocurrency, we can make a real difference in the lives of dogs
everywhere.

The BitcoinCEO Token

The BitcoinCEO token ($BTCEO) is a BEP-20 token on the Binance Smart Chain (BSC).
The total supply is 21,000,000 BTCEO, and there will be no additional minting.

Token Name BitcoinCEO

Token Symbol $BTCEO

Total Supply 21,000,000

Token Protocol Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

Buy Tax 5%

Sell Tax 5%



The initial distribution of BTCEO is as follows:

Liquidity 14.535%

Presale 30%

Marketing / Partnerships 15.465%

Farm Construction 10%

CEX Listing 10%

Charities 5%

Shop Rewards 5%

Development 5%

Team 5%

How BitcoinCEO Helps Dogs

BitcoinCEO will donate a percentage of every transaction fee to dog shelters and rescue
organizations around the world. We will also organize events and initiatives to raise
awareness and support for the cause of dog welfare.

In later versions of the platform, we aim to evolve BitcoinCEO into a decentralized protocol
that enables charities, dog owners, rescuers, and all dog enthusiasts to interact with each
other in a trust-less and transparent environment. Users could set up fundraising
campaigns, donate directly to dogs in need by purchasing supply rations such as shelter or
food tokens from the shop that will go directly to dogs in need making a tangible difference in
their lives through the power of blockchain & crowdsourcing.

The BitcoinCEO team will work closely with reputable charities, NGOs and KYC’ed
campaign creators to ensure that donations go directly to where they are needed most. We
will also provide regular updates on our website and social media channels about our impact
and progress.



How to Buy and Hold BitcoinCEO

After our fair launch on Pinksale.finance, BitcoinCEO can be bought and sold on
PancakeSwap, the leading decentralized exchange on Binance Smart Chain. To buy
BitcoinCEO, simply connect your BSC wallet to PancakeSwap and search for the BCEO
token.

To hold BitcoinCEO, you can store it in any BSC-compatible wallet, such as Trust Wallet or
MetaMask.

Roadmap and Future Plans

Our immediate goal is to launch BitcoinCEO and build a strong community of dog lovers and
crypto enthusiasts who share our vision. We will also focus on building partnerships and
collaborations with other projects and organizations in the cryptocurrency space.

In the future, we plan to expand our efforts to other animal welfare causes and explore
innovative ways to use cryptocurrency for social good.

Phase I:
❖ Website Launch.
❖ Presale On Pinksale.
❖ Launch On Pancakeswap.
❖ List $BTCEO On CG & CMC.
❖ Charity Donation One Week After Launch.

Phase II:
❖ Website Upgrade & Web3 Integration
❖ Launch Our Online Pet Store.
❖ CEX Listing.
❖ NGOs & Charity Partnerships.
❖ Second Charity Donation.

Phase III :
❖ 150 Limited Edition NFTs With Epic Utilities.
❖ Dog Identity NFTs & User Levelling System.
❖ Third Charity Donation.
❖ CEX Listing.



Phase IV:
❖ Decentralized Contribution Protocol.
❖ Opening Our First Dog Farm.
❖ BTCEO Dog Club.
❖ Teleport The Rescued Dogs Into The Metaverse.
❖ Fourth Charity Donation.

Conclusion

BitcoinCEO is more than just a meme coin. It is a movement for change, a community of
like-minded individuals who want to make a positive impact in the world. Join us in our
mission to help and feed all dogs around the world, one transaction at a time.


